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NO BS On How To Get Your Ex
Back With 3 Texts!
THIS EXCLUSIVELY REPORT IS ONLY INTENDED
FOR MEN THAT WANT A SERIOUS RELATIONSHIP
If you are a player, cheater, womaniser, abuser, a
bad boy or have any addictions, this document is
not for you!
Who is this for?
The guy who knows he has lost the love of his life and
just can`t figure out what the hell to do to get her back
and make things right.

The Stats
The number of couples who call it quits after a
year or so is staggering.
According to executive editor and founder of Cupid's
Pulse Lori Bizzoco found a reported study that indicated
about 70 percent of straight unmarried
couples break up within the first year.
One year is often where the honeymoon fades, after
that all of the love drugs that float through our brains
begin to wear off. Many relationships especially men
tend to blag their way to get a date.
Within 3-6 months your partner gets fed up of all
the blags and sees your true lazy or lying self. But she
has already falling for you so hopes that overtime you
will change.

One year is often the time when it becomes clear that
the person is who they are, and hasn`t changed into the
person they lied and said they were in the first place.
When the fog of new-relationship bliss wears off, this is
when couples have to decide if they like or love each
other, warts and all. Often, the answer is NO!
It`s smarter to end something if the person doesn't seem
serious about you. According to Helen Chen, whose
marriage philosophies have been quoted in over 200
media publications in 18 countries, over 85 Percent of
Dating Ends Up In Breakups.

Do You Feel Like This Guy? How Long Before
She Will Get With Someone Else?

SO HOW DO I GET MY EX BACK?
Firstly, Stop The Blag!
Women instinctively know that you are bullshitting (I call it
the women’s internal bullshit radar) but women pretend
we don`t know your blagging if we fancy you and want
to be with you.
We then cover up and suppress your blags with denial, as
we want to believe things will change or you will become
our prince charming.
If you want to get her back then stop chatting shit and
Just Be Your True Self. Believe it or not, if you was with her
for over 3 months you’ve already done the hard work and
she`s fallen for you. So you can now be you!

Next Step Is To Show Her That You’ve
Changed.
I will show you how to do that in a text, BUT....You Must DO
IT RIGHT!
Firstly, stop stalking her. If she doesn`t see you she is more
likely to want to see you. You will be keeping you fresh in
her mind by the texts.
So cut out the “apparent accidental” meeting down the
local shops. Stalking!

Secondly, make sure you are working on yourself or
have made the changes of why the relationship broke in
the first place. I can pretty much guarantee this will get

her back interested in you. But if you’re still
an idiot then she will just dump your ass
again. And there will become a time when she
won’t have you after that!
Just to be CLEAR! You Must stick to what I`ve
put below. Don`t divert, get vex, respond with
extras or reply sooner or later then what I
have stated. If not.... DON`T BOTHER!
So let`s get started!
1)
Send her a text ONLY saying... I
apologise and miss u like CRAZY. That`s it.
Nothing else.
She is probably use to your pages of angry
bullshit, nothing at all or a weird
combination of the both. This will intrigue
her and is probably different to what you
usually text.
Many people say “I`m sorry” where if you
put I apologise instead, this is known as a
pattern interrupt and she may start to see
things/you differently from the off.
If she replies and you can tell she is
still upset, don`t get pulled into the
argument. At the end of her rant text put
... I understand Jane. (or whatever her
name is)
If she replies and states something like.
“I’m sorry, but we are done” then text her

back, I understand. But I won’t stop loving you Jane. (or
whatever her name is)
2) The next day send her a broken heart emoji and put....
I`m lost without you. Can you forgive me?
If she still replies with a rant, then reply. I`m sorry I keep
hurting you. NOTHING ELSE. Then if she replies again still
angry, reply only with a sad face emoji. If she replies again after
that then ignore it, do not reply, leave it for that day but the
very next day then complete step 3.
If she replies yes because she forgives you, then reply with
smiley face emoji and I love you
Then.... After the “I love You” text above, text her
3) Third and final text.
Make her smile and get a date!
Think of her favourite drink and meeting place. For
example I love hot chocolate and my favourite hot
chocolate is at Costa. So text something like.... Hot choc?
extra large, double wiped cream, 2 sugars with lemon
muffin on the side at Costa. Can you squeeze me in for a
10 minute apology babe?
This will make her smile and soften her emotions. Plus she
will know that you are thinking about her by mentioning her
favourites drink.
And by stating to meet for only 10 minutes and that you want
to apologise, will heighten your chance for her to meet you

as she will not see this as confrontational
because you have not mentioned let’s talk about
us, which is a normal thing to say and when
arguments happen.
Plus in only 10 minutes no argument can happen.
TIMING
Arrange to meet her for coffee the next day.
The same day is too pushy and 2 days later or
more is too long.

The Meet!
Remember.... Don`t get pulled into any
arguments.
And...
Let her offload so she can see that you can
listen without justifying anything.

This simple task is less than a sentence long
but is normally a Game Changer.
But if your ex is still vex, maybe you left it
way too long or maybe you cheated which is a
tuffey to overcome or maybe you just kept
messing up. The Ultimate Question Is... When
Did You Stop Making The Effort?
All of these things are tuff for your ex to
overcome but.... it can be done! ANY
relationship can be solved, and the good news

it`s all in your hands. I can pretty much guarantee you
can get your ex back.....
Here is the question though.... Are you prepared to do
what it takes? Some guys make hardly any attempt to get
back with their ex`s and when she finally does agree to
meet, some guys go completely back to how it was before.

So What`s Important To You About Your Ex?
Is She The One?
If you have done what I have said to do in the texts and
still no joy, but you know that your ex is the one, then
you need to decide to up your game! BIGTIME
(That Means Far More Effort)

IF SHE AGRESS TO MEET YOU OR SHE
DOESNT...THEN WHAT????
Be honest with yourself....
Was you shit in the relationship? Did you have no idea
what you was doing or what she wanted? Is this a pattern
that you keep splitting up with chicks?
Look... It`s not your fault. There is no schooling or
education on how to make relationships work.
So....
Do you really want to keep this relationship and settle
down? Then You Need To Know What Women Really Want.

Those texts are not hard! Like I said, less than a
sentence long but it is exactly what women want to
hear.
So you need to know what women want from a
relationship. Just like the texts, it`s not hard to do
once you know what to do or say. So don`t just get her
back.... KEEP HER!
Are you tired of getting on that hamster wheel of
frustration of trying trying trying.
Give up on trying and now you can KNOW exactly
what to do
Wanna know how?
I have everything for you to have the very best happy
ever after loving relationship
You need to learn this before she`s gone for
good!
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